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Phoenix Voyage International

About Phoenix Voyage:
Phoenix Voyage is an educational multi-media production company, informational resource center, and
collective of action-based program developers. We help to promote and showcase businesses and organizations
focused on the introduction and implementation of technologies and products beneficial to life in all its glorious
diversity.

Phoenix Voyage Mission:
The purpose for which Phoenix Voyage was formed is to teach, motivate, and inspire communities around the
world to have a greater understanding of the present environmental sustainability issues and to implement
solutions for a healthier environment and physical well-being.

Our Goals and Objectives:
 To help develop educational environments and tools offered to communities in need around the world
to learn and thrive.
 To clean the environment of hazardous and other types of pollutants that have destroyed, or made
unusable, geographic regions worldwide due to lack of available technologies, resources, management
and knowledge.
 To provide solutions for the global hunger issue.

Current Projects:
In order to achieve the objectives of Phoenix Voyage, there have been several programs to make a difference in
the lives that they touch. It is no secret that humanity is in need of more support than currently given: the need
to not only support, but to also educate society to be self-sustaining—it’s imperative.
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Projects Overview
Phoenix Hamlet Edible Parks
 Install thousands of edible parks around the world for community members to visit and taste freshly
picked fruits, nuts, vegetables and berries while they enjoy time in nature!
 A Phoenix Hamlet can be any size and can be designed for future expansion. Choose fruit trees, berry
bushes, herbs and spices that will thrive in your climate zone.
 The Phoenix Hamlet edible park initiative has been developed to form a network of parks around the
world to
1. Exchange seeds
2. Coordinate fun global events like contests and treasure hunts and
3. Share ideas for school activities and experiential education programs

Phoenix Centers International
 Phoenix Centers are turn-key resource and coaching facilities which can be placed anywhere in the

world.
 They incorporate the creative expression and cultural uniqueness inherent to each community

via: Food growth systems, experiential education, extracurricular programs, business
development, healthcare, art projects, energy systems and community expansion options.
 Each Phoenix Center operates with a decision-making governance method that allows an organization

to manage itself efficiently while incorporating the wisdom of every member.
 This initiative: creates jobs, reduces poverty, builds community infrastructure, establishes new

businesses and improves quality of life.

Grow Your Own Project
 Phoenix Voyage is passionate about empowering families to grow their own food as well as educating
about the importance of food and its many health benefits!
 Supplying a family in need with a Phoenix Family Food Growth Kit
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 Each kit includes:
1. One 300cm x 200cm (9.85 ft x 6.55 ft) Greenhouse
2. 25 Organic, Non-GMO seed packets
3. Informational booklet that will help each family learn how to optimize their food growth

Feed a Whole Community Campaign
 Phoenix Voyage is addressing the global hunger issue with easy to maintain food systems.
 Introducing state-of-the-art aquaponics and aquaculture systems which bring an abundance of food.
 Supplying a community of 300+ people year round with organic, non-GMO food supply.
 Included is an educational program, teaching about vitamins and minerals in foods.

G2 Project
 This program involves the provision of giving goats to poor rural women worldwide.
 Paying It Forward. The women selected to receive a goat as a Gift agrees to “Pass On” a second
generation goat kid to another rural woman of her community.
 Every year a goat gives birth to two goat kids and in 5 generations the woman will own more than 100
goats.
 Goats are bred for their milk, dung, skin and meat, products which can be used for household needs or
sold in the local market.

Operation Earth Cleanup
 Mission: To clean up toxic damage in every country
 Critical action initiative to clean up toxic damage that has been done to our world over the last
decades. This destruction is neither acceptable nor excusable and must be countered with awareness,
integrity and immediate action.
 3-phase action plan to help remediate the critical areas of the decimated environment to restore our
beautiful blue gem of a planet.
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1. Assess each country's environmental pollution issues
2. Develop an action plan & budget
3. Deploy the technologies and get the job done

PV Comix
 This multi-media project is an exciting collection of comic books for all ages.
 Introducing great inventors, historic figures, and present day enigmas, focusing on natural healing,

geography and cultural uniqueness in order to stimulate the imagination of the reader.
 Currently there are four productions being developed.
 "The fate of empires depends on the education of youth." - Aristotle
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